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FTSE confirms UK review 
 

London, 12 June, 2002: - Following the quarterly meeting of the FTSE Committee, 

FTSE Group confirms that three companies will be deleted from the FTSE 100.  

 
Logica, ARM Holdings and Electrocomponents will be deleted from the FTSE 100 and 

replaced by Johnson Matthey, Xstrata and Bunzl.   

 
Among the deletions from the FTSE 250 index are former blue-chip stocks Marconi, 

Telewest Communications and Psion. The weighting of IT Group companies in the FTSE 

All-Share has now shrunk to 1.1% from its 7% high during the tech boom in February 

2000.  

 
All changes announced today will be applied to the indices after the close of business on 

Friday 21st June 2002.  The FTSE techMARK indices will be reviewed on Tuesday 18 June 

2002.  

 
Full details of all additions and deletions to the FTSE UK Index Series approved by the 

Committee today can be found on www.ftse.com. 

 
- ends - 

More information:  
Lyndsey Davey/Sandra Steel, 020 7448 1821 or media@ftse.com   

 
Notes to Editors 

About FTSE  
 
FTSE Group is a world-leader in the creation and management of equity indices. With offices in London, 
Paris, Frankfurt, Madrid, New York, San Francisco and Hong Kong, FTSE Group services clients in 77 
countries worldwide.  It manages and develops globally recognised indices ranging from the FTSE All-World 
Index to the real time FTSE Eurotop series, the FTSE 100 and the recently launched FTSE4Good index 
series. The company has collaborative arrangements with the London, Amsterdam, Brussels, Norex, Cyprus, 
Euronext, Athens, Luxembourg and Madrid stock exchanges, as well as with Nikkei of Japan (Nihon Keizai 
Shimbun, Inc) and the JSE Securities Exchange South Africa. 

 
FTSE indices are used extensively by investors world-wide for investment analysis, performance 
measurement, asset allocation and for creating a wide range of index tracking funds. Committees of senior 
fund managers, derivatives experts, actuaries and experienced practitioners independently review all 
changes to the indices ensuring that they are accurate, timely and without bias.  Real time FTSE indices are 
calculated on systems managed by Reuters. Prices and FX rates used are supplied by Reuters.   
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